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LICENSE AGREEMENT

By purchasing this package, you are hereby granted the right to use this copy of 
this software, subject to the following restrictions:


1. You may not copy, or distribute any copies of this software or 
documentation,with the exception of copies made for back-up purposes.


2. We still retain all rights to this software, meaning that by purchasing this   
software you can use it, but we still own the code, algorithms, designs, 
copyrights, patents and anything else related to this software.


3. You agree not to reverse engineer this product.


4. You understand that this software may not be free of bugs or errors. We’ve 
done our best to make sure that the software is bug-free, but sometimes bugs 
happen.


5. We are not liable for any damage caused by this software, whether it’s trashed 
files, or trashed recording sessions! We don’t expect this to happen, but you 
can’t be too careful. Back-up your data regularly!


 IN ANY CASE, OUR LIABILITY IS LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT THAT YOU PAID 
FOR THIS SOFTWARE.


That said, we want you to be happy with this software. If you have a problem with 
this product, tell us, and we will try to correct the problem. If we can’t correct the 
problem, and you choose to return the product, we will refund your money 
without giving you a hassle.
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ANALOGY: 

As a creative Musician, Artist, Producer or Engineer today, you need speed, 
inspiration, and Club, Radio ready mixes fast.


Sometimes there is just no time to depend 
on third party Mix Engineers, or Mastering 
Engineers to take your mixes to that 
“BANGIN” Level. 


The SLAM DAWG was designed to take 
your mixes to the next level from just one 
plugin.


We have carefully designed this plugin to be 
extremely intuitive, and easy to get “PHAT” 
results within minutes.


Easily “HEAT” up your beats , busses, 
tracks or entire mixes by easily dialing in 
Tube Harmonics, making your sounds 
“FULL” & “RICH”, widen your tracks with 
full mono compatibility with just one dial, or 
dial in some “AIR” (High Frequency Clarity).


Your tracks today need great Low End Management, and we have designed the 
perfect controls for that, just use the “BOOM” “THUMP!” & “MUD OUT” controls 
for just HUGE Low end without the problems.


The “POP” &  “CRUSH” Controls are perfect for increasing the loudness of a stem 
or mix and also retain the “POP” of the transients keeping the mix punchy via 
“thrusty”compression!


This Plugin is created by modeling the desirable cool settings of popular American 
and British, compressors, eq’s and Tube Distortion Units.


Get ready to dial in great mixes and beats within minutes.


No need for chains of different plugins anymore!




INSTALLATION:

INSTALLATION: 

OSX: 
• Double click on the DMG image SlamDawg.dmg 
• Right click on the package SlamDawg.mpkg and click open 
•Follow the instructions to install the plug-in(s) 

Windows: 
• Extract SlamDawg.rar 
• Run SlamDawg.exe 
•Follow the instructions to install the plug-in(s) 

Registration: 
In demo mode the plugin will output silence for 3 seconds every 30 seconds. 
To register it, you should have a valid license file (slamdawg_license.atl). 
Click on the More button and then choose Registration. 
A popup window will open, click on Load License File... and locate your license 
file (slamdawg_license.atl). 

System Requirements: 

Plugin Formats: 

VST/AU - 64bit /32 Bit , AAX 

PC/MAC: 

Windows XP SP2 or later / OSX 10.6.8 or later 
Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz / AMD Athlon 64 or equivalent 
2 GB RAM / 300 MB HD 

Screen resolution: 1024×768 
VST2, AU, or AAX 32-bit or 64-bit host



MUD OUT : This is a low-cut filter, dialing 
in from the”off” state to “max”, brings in 
Freq: 50 hz 
PeakGain: 0 to 18db with Q: 0.1

BOOM : This adds nice Sub Bass Low end 
Harmonics around Freq: 60 hz 
PeakGain: 0 to 12 db 

Left Section - LOW END ENHANCEMENT

THUMP: Bring out the tightness of a kick 
drum and bass punch around Freq: 110 hz 
PeakGain: 0 to 12db 
Q: 6 

CONTROLS:



Right Section - COMPRESSION/PUNCH/ SPATIAL WIDTH

POP: Bring out the “THRUST & PUNCH” of 
the track. Vintage Compressor Circuit 
Attack: 500 to 10 Release: 500 to 10 
Ratio: 2 to 80 
Threshold: -1 to -60 

CRUSH: Is a Limiter Circuit which brings 
out the level, and smooths the transients 
Output: from -1 to 12 
Threshold: -1 
Ratio: 15 
Attack: 5 
Release: 250 

STEREO: Increases the Spatial Width of 
the sound from mono to extended stereo 
through a special process we designed, 
which also keeps your music mono-
compatible. 



Center Section - TUBE SAT / HIGH END ENHANCER

HEAT : Dial in some 2nd Order Harmonic 
Distortion, bring more richness and 
fullness to dull and thin sounds. 

AIRZZ : Bring out some Clarity to your mix 
and sounds by dialing in some High Freq 
Enhancement. 

TUBE : Watch the Beatskillz Tube Logo 
“Glow” as you dial in more Heat!! 



Output Section - DRY / WET CONTROLS / VOLUME

WET : This brings in the 100% processed 
signal from the SLAM DAWG into the MIX 

DRY : This brings in the unprocessed 
original signal into the MIX 

VOLUME : This is the final output level from the 
SLAM DAWG, the last stage of Gain. 

OUTPUT Meters : This gives a visual feedback 
of the audio signal after processing through the 
SLAM DAWG. 

PRESETS BAR : Here you can choose some of 
the presets that come with SLAM DAWG or save 
& delete your own presets. 
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